In the following sections we outline our approach (!3ec-tion 2), present our algorithm (Section 3) and correctness proofs (Section 4), and describe the results of our experiments (Section 5). Lde~ (u) is the def appearing as the target of an assignment statement involving u. Essentially, the def .Ldej (u) is dependent on the value of u.
1(u) is the number z of the SSA form in which u is introduced, O < i~0.
Node(r) is the flow graph node containing r.
FirstDef (X) is the first def site in node X.
Our algorithm assumes that each node begins with a def site; if node X otherwise lacks an initial def site, then an "empty" def site d (Symbol(d) = 1) can be inserted at the beginning of node X with empty may-and must-alias sets.
LastDef(X) is the last def site in node X.
DornDef(r)
is the def site that immediately dominates reference r. Note that r may be a def site or use site, and Symbol(r) may be a different symbol than Syrnbol(DornDe f (r)).
Within a node, DornDef(r) is simply the def site that occurs just prior to reference r among the references in Node(r).
Where none exists within Node(r), then node idom(Node(~)) is consulted, where idorn (X) is the node immediately dominating X in the flow graph [LT79] . Since each node is assumed to have at least one def site, DomDef(r) is well-defined.
Aliases:
As discussed above, two lists of storage names are associated with each reference r, representing May Alias (r) and MustAlias(r 
In the following, r represents any superscripted reference.
CreateIsAlias(d, Rdef ): inserts the statement dl = IsAlias(ul, U2)
after def d, with Rdef, m, IDef) : inserts the statement dl=@ (ul,. ... uk) at the beginning of node Node(d) with indegree k, setting
Figure 3. Algorithm.
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Example
We illustrate the workings of our algorithm using the example shown in Figure 4 . The SSAO program is a slight variant of our early example in Figure 1 . Each dereferenced pointer serves as a may-alias for v only.
In the initial round of constant propagation, the use of vo at~is found to be 3, since its reaching definition at~has that value.
As a result, Proof: Given SSA,, Snoopo traverses A = Dom%!retch (DomDef,( u), .f?def,(u)) in the loop at u . By Lemma 4, Rdefm(u) occurs in A.
By Lemma 6, Rde f~(u) occurs earlier in A than Rde f, (u). Since Snoopo checks for may-aliases and #-functions along A, the def returned to~is Rde fm (u). u Our experiments are based on simulated (probabilistic) may-a.has patterns.
We would like to try our algorithm in a system that actually analyzes c programs for mayabases.
